This is the second of two papers, or rather the second part of the same paper [ 11, in which I consider the heat kernel of second-order differential operators on a C" manifold. This paper is nevertheless self-contained. The reader could consult [ 1 ] for background material and also [2-53 for the relevant general theory of subelliptic operators.
INTRODUCTION
This is the second of two papers, or rather the second part of the same paper [ 11, in which I consider the heat kernel of second-order differential operators on a C" manifold. This paper is nevertheless self-contained. The reader could consult [ 1 ] for background material and also for the relevant general theory of subelliptic operators.
Nilpotent Groups
In this paper I consider a number of closely related situations; the simplest arises from a connected nilpotent Lie group G and a number of left invariant fields X, , . . . . X, on G that are assumed to satisfy the Hijrmander condition. These fields induce on G the sublaplacian d = -I;= i Xi (Cf. [6, 73) and A generates the semigroup e-". I denote by p,(x, y) (t > 0, x, y E G) the kernel of e-"' with respect to Haar measure. The fields Xj induce canonically also a distance d( ., .) on G. I denote by V(r) the Haar measure of the ball {xl d(e, x) < r} (r > 0 and e is, say, the neutral element). We have then: THEOREM 1. For every 0 < E -c 1 there exists C, > 0 s.t.
Cl' (V(d))-'
exp -Now let M be a compact C" manifold and let L be a real differential operator on M which in local coordinates can be written L = -h-'(x) C 8i(haii8j), i, I (0. 2) where h, h-l, ai,i = aj,i are all C" and such that L is subelliptic on M (cf. C&41 1.
A special class of such operators is the class of operators obtained by a family of smooth fields X,, . . . . X, on M that satisfy the Hiirmander condition [6, 81 . We set where the U;s are smooth subunit (cf. [2] [3] [4] ) vector fields with respect to L and &j, pi, vi, c are C" functions. Observe that A* (resp. A$), the formal adjoint of A (resp. A,), is of the same form. I denote by P,(x, y) the fundamental solution of a/at + A*, i.e., By considering the formal adjoint A* with respect to m, we can, of course, replace I',( .) by I',( a) in the above theorem and even by the symmetric expression { V,( .) V,( .)} 'I* One can also obtain analogous . theorems for noncompact manifolds. For M= R" such theorems were announced in [9, lo] .
Observe finally that when the potential cr0 in A we have pt(x, y) + (Vol M))' so that then the estimate (0.7) holds even with to = +co.
An immediate corollary of the above theorem is the following sharp Harnack inequality (this in turn trivially implies the lower estimate of the theorem) which I present here, for simplicity, only when A = L is self-adjoint with zero potential as in (0.2).
Sharp Harnack Inequality
Let 0 < u( t, x) E Cm (t > 0, x E M) be a nonnegative heat function (i.e., (d/at + L) u = 0). For every E > 0 and A> 0 there exists C = C(E, A), 4 .h xl G Cu(t + 3, Y) exp s, t > 0, x E M, s/t = /I; (0. 8) indeed, this is obvious from our theorem when u(t, x) =p,(xO, x).
The proof, in general, is a consequence of the representation u(t, x) = J pl(xo, x) dp(xo) (f or some appropriate positive measure p =pU on M). I shall say no more in this paper about (0.8). It has, of course, obvious generalisations in the non-self-adjoint and noncompact cases.
The main novelty in both the above theorems is, of course, the lower estimate. Indeed the upper estimate (for the operator L,) can already be found in [8] and both the upper and lower estimates with 4 f E replaced by two constants C, (that depend on L) can be found in [ll, 43. The proofs that I give in this paper are not difficult; their only problem is that they depend on a number of very dispersed techniques. Despite this I have tried to make this paper as self-contained as possible.
The reader will find in [S] what is an essentially trivial proof of a basic metric criterion for subellipticity (due in a sharp form to Fefferman and Phong [2] ). What the method of [S], however, does not trivialise is the Fefferman and Sanchez-Calle [3] dilation structure of general subelliptic operators (one could consult [4, Theorem 3.11 for a clear presentation of that dilation theorem). In the Appendix of this paper I state clearly the exact result that is needed. It was, to me, desirable to avoid that dilation result because its proof is long and difficult. This turns out to be possible if we assume that the operator is a Hijrmander operator (i.e., of the form Lo of (0.5)). For these operators I offer an alternative approach that uses another, much simpler, dilation structure (also clearly explained in the Appendix).
A Guide to This Paper
The proofs in this paper rely on three principles:
(A) The use of dilation structures. This is explained in Sections 1, A.l, and A.2.
(B) A systematic use of the Harnack-Bony inequalities and their scaled version (cf. [ 12, 13, 61) . This is explained in Section 2.
(C) The use of the theory of large deviations. This is explained in Section 5. This section is basically separate from the rest of the paper.
The reader who is not already familiar with the theory of large deviations (as presented, for instance, in [14] ) should not attempt Section 5 straight away. Such a reader could look first at Section 6 or, better still, take for granted the two estimates in Sections 4.2, 4.3. An overall reasonable order in which to read this paper is: Sections 1, 2, 4 and then Sections 5,6. Section 3 only depends on Section 2 and contains the proof of the results anounced in [S].
1. NILPOTENT GROUPS: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The Dilation Structure
In this section, I prove Theorem 1 in a special case: we shall assume that G admits a one-parameter semigroup (cf. [ 151) of homomorphisms (dilations) 6A such that hA:G-+G, dS,(XJ =2X,; j= 1, . . ..k. L>O.
We then clearly have V(r) = Cr" (r > 0) for some n = 1,2, . . . and C > 0. What makes the proof work here is the fact that the statement of Theorem 1 is dilation invariant and therefore it is enough to prove it for d(x, y) = 0 or 1 and t > 0. For x = y the theorem is contained in [7] but it is much simpler to observe that the homogeneity of the situation implies immediately that Pt(e, e) = ct-"'2 (t > 0) for some c > 0. By the standard Harnack-Bony estimate (Cf. [12, 7, 163) it follows also that for every compact set Kcc G and every to > 0 there exists C > 0 s.t.
C~'t~n/2~p,(e,x)6Ct-"'2;
XEK, tat0
To complete the proof of the theorem in this case it s&ices therefore to prove the following assertion: for every E > 0 there exist C, and t, > 0 s.t. (0.1) holds for x = e, d(x, y) = 1, and 0 < t < t,.
To prove this assertion, I identify G with R" for some d> 1 so that A becomes a subelliptic operator (of Hiirmander type, in fact) on Rd. A combination of the large deviation probability estimates of Sections 4.2 and 4.3, together with the Harnack estimates of Section 2.1, gives, immediately,
But by changing E to a larger E we see that (1.1) is none other than our assertion. In the next section I give more details of how one derives the estimate ( 1.1) from the corresponding large deviation probability estimates. Here I wish to concentrate rather on the basic dilation mechanism because this will be crucial in all the proofs that follow.
By combining appropriately the upper and the lower estimates of Theorem 1 we deduce that for all 0 <a < 1 there exists C, > 0 s.t.
We conclude from this that for all 0 <E < 1 and 6 > 0 there exists c = C(&, 6) > 0 s.t. P,,(X>Y) G CP[I+s)r (4 z) exp ($$) ; x,y,z~G, t>O.
(1.2)
General Nilpotent Lie Groups
The key observation is that the estimate (1.2) is stable by passage to quotients. Let us be more precise and let us assume that the estimate (1.2) holds for some group and some sublaplacian A = -C Xi'. Also let, N c G be a closed normal subgroup so that G/N E G is a new Lie group. The natural projection n: G + G then naturally induces a new Laplacian d" = -C (&r(X,))' and a new kernel pl(Z, jj) (t > 0, 2, y E G) on G. It will be left as an exercise for the reader to verify that it follows from (1.2) that where a( ., .) is the distance on G induced by the fields &c(X,) (i= 1, . . . . k).
To check this the reader should observe that if x, y E G, x(x) = 2, n(y) = p, then This estimate, together with the diagonal estimate (which holds for every nilpotent group, cf. [7] ), in turn implies the lower estimate of Theorem 1 for the group G. The above considerations, together with the results of [7, Sect. 51 show that the lower estimate of Theorem 1 holds for any connected nilpotent Lie group (simply connected or not).
For the upper estimate, I shall be brief, since we have already presented several ways of deriving that estimate (cf. [6, 7, 161) . At any rate the theory of large deviations offers yet another approach to that estimate.
Indeed, once more, we start with the dilation case. Then using the dilation structure and the large deviation probability estimate of Section 4. For indeed, just as before, it suffices to prove (1.3) for r = 1 and clearly it suffices to prove that for all E > 0 there exists t, > 0 s.t. (1.3) holds for r = 1 and 0 < t < t,. In the next section I shall discuss the estimate (1.3) in more detail. But, again, the main point is that the above estimate (1.3) "goes through" the quotient projection z: G + G/N = G and holds therefore (cf. [7, Sect. 5-J) for any connected Lie group. From this and a simple use of the Harnack inequality (cf. Section 2.1), we deduce the upper estimate of Theorem 1 immediately (cf. the next section for more details). The scaled Harnack estimates for operators of the forms Lo and A0 were examined in [6] . In [l] , I showed how one can generalise these estimates to operators of the form L. In fact the same method (cf. Section A.l) shows that these estimates hold for the more general operators of the form A (as in (0.4)). The basic consequence of the scaled Harnack estimates is a Gaussian estimate on "heat functions" that I shall explain in the next few lines:
Let M be a compact manifold and let A be as in (0.4) (i.e., the most general case that we can consider); then we can assert that for all 0 < a < b and all t, > 0, there exist C, c >O, two constants such that for every nonnegative heat function 0 < u(t, x) E COD (i.e., (a/at + A) u = 0), we have 1) where d( ., .) denotes, of course, the distance attached to L (A = L + first-order terms). The derivation of (2.1) from the scaled Harnack estimate was done in [6, Sect. lo]. The above estimate admits obvious extensions to noncompact manifolds with the obvious uniformity as X, y E K cc M (K being compact).
The above considerations apply in particular to pI(xo, x) = u(t, x) or p,(x, x0) = u*(t, x), where P,(x, y) is the heat diffusion kernel of A, since u and U* are heat functions of A* and A, respectively. We have, on the other hand, s ~r(x, Y) dy G c(t); XEM, t>o, .2) follow in the same manner. At this point it is appropriate to make a digression: as we shall see, the presence of a nontrivial potential (i.e., the term c in (0.4), (0.5)) of the wrong sign is a perpetual source of complications. But, in view of the fact that we always have CE L", the difficulties that arise are very superficial. At worst we can use the Feynman-Kac formula (cf. [ 17] ), which essentially reduces all the problems to the case c E 0. In what follows, we shall therefore always pretend that CE 0 or, at least, that it has the correct sign. In other words we shall pretend that A generates a diffusion.
At any rate, going back to (2.2), we see that it, together with the Harnack estimate (2.1), implies that for all t, > 0 and all I > 0 there exists c > 0 s.t.
Ptbo, x) 6 a K&/31 -l; O<t<t,,x,,xEM. Indeed p,( ., .) is the kernel of a symmetric diffusion, and p,(x, x) is therefore a decreasing function of t (cf. [ 11) . We can deduce therefore from (2.4) that 0 6 -$P,(X, x) 6 $,(x, x); o<t<t,, XEM. (2.6) The estimate (2.5) follow if we integrate (2.6). We can also use the Feynman-Kac formula to obtain the estimate (2.5) for the kernel of an operator of the form L + c (c E C"(M)).
Upper and Lower Estimates
I assume once more that pt( ., .) is the kernel of a diffusion and show that for all to there exist C> 0 and ;1,>0 s.t.
This inequality (by Feynman and Kac once more) extends to the general case. To prove (2.7) it is enough to show that there exist I,, s0 > 0 s.t.
Indeed (2.8) is equivalent to s P,(X, 5) 4 2%; XEM, o<t<t, (2.9) [4x, C) G i,J;l and to obtain (2.7) it suffices to combine (2.9) with the Harnack estimate (2.1).
The estimate (2.8) is a consequence of the large deviation probability estimate in Section 4.2.
Remark.
In view of the Harnack estimate (cf. Section 2.1)
(valid for any tl, t, > 0), it is clear that for any fixed t, > 0 there exists sO> 0 s.t. (2.9) holds for t, < t < t,,. This observation implies that in the above proof we only need to show that there exist A,, q,,tO > 0, such that
The advantage of (2.8)' is that its proof depends on Section 4.2 but only for small values of r. More exactly, we only need to know that there exists r0 > 0 such that (4.1) holds in the range 0 < r < r,, and then (2.8)' follows. This remark is important in view of Sections 5.4 and 5.7. XEM; o<t<t,, where C depends on to also. In fact, in the case of an ergodic diffusion, we have p,(x, x) = IIpI12(x, .)I]: -+ C so the above estimate holds even with to = +co. The above estimate combined with (2.5) shows that, given r,, we can find C so that c-'c~,~~~l-'~P,~x,x~dcc~,~~~l-'; xeM;O<t<to. (2.12) Another important consequence of the above argument is a proof of the geometric "volume doubling property" (cf. [4, Sect. 31 for a geometric but highly nontrivial alternative proof). What that property says is that there exists C > 0 s.t.
(M is compact and we only need to prove (2.13) for r < diam M).
Coarse Gaussian Estimate for the Kernel
If we combine the diagonal estimates (2.13) and the Harnack estimate (2.1), we conclude that there exist C, c > 0 s.t. for all t > 0, x, y E M, we have
The lower estimate (2.14) is essentially the estimate obtained in [ll] . The upper estimate (2.15) is, of course, not very good when d(x, y) # O! I conclude this paragraph by indulging in a strange but elementary exercise that will be justified by later considerations:
I assume that, somehow, we already know that there exist C, K, r0 > 0 s.t. For appropriate choices of n, x;s and p, we can assume that Si N d(x, y)/n. We obtain, therefore, p,(x,y)>C:exp(-a); for some C, A 3 0. If we assume that d(x, y) 2 r0 and use the two estimates (2.17), (2.18), we obtain the required estimate. (It is only a matter of choosing a larger E that will then absorb the factor (2.18)). What is interesting in the above procedure is that it also works for noncompact manifolds (e.g., M = R" as in Section 2 of [lo]). The problem here, of course, is the control of rt and p that can no longer be made uniformly in x, y E M (for large d(x, y)). With a moment's reflection we see, however, that we can choose Instead of the constant C,* in (2.17) we have to set
where C, depends on E only. This C:(x, v) is nevertheless absorbed by the Gaussian factor for large d(x, y) (by changing the E into 2.5 if necessary).
If we use this procedure we see that the lower Gaussian estimate in Section 2 of [lo] follows for arbitrary x, y E R" as soon as we have it for small distances.
THE SOBOLEV INEQUALITY
Let L be as in (0.2) and let us assume that for some n > 2 and C> 0, V,(t) 2 Cr"; x~M,O<t<l (3.1) and that L is subelliptic and self-adjoint with respect to some smooth nonvanishing measure. It then follows that the heat kernel of L satisfies (cf. f EC". (3.2) This is the Sobolev inequality announced in [S] ; indeed the subellipticity of L is (cf.
[S]) an automatic consequence of (3.1).
Conversely, assume that (3.2) holds. By testing this inequality on the functions f(x) =.ft(x) = (t -4x0, xl)+ ; t>o, XoEM,
Observe, on the other hand, that the condition (3.2) implies that L is subelliptic (cf.
[S]). Therefore, if we combine (3.3) with the doubling property (2.13) of P'(t), we deduce at once that V,,(t) 2 ct"; o<t< 1, X,EM.
We thus have a complete proof of the second theorem in [S] . Observe that this proof we have used the first theorem of [S] crucially.
Let us denote
Vf(x) = sup{ I Uf(x)l; U is subunit at x}.
It is clear that
Using this remark we can repeat the proof of [ 1, Sect. 81 verbatim and obtain the following:
Let us assume that n 2 1; then the condition (3.1) is equivalent to IlfIIn,(n-1) G ccllvfll1 + IV-II 11; &t-E C"(M), where C is independent of J With minor modifications of the above proof, we have also I denote by [z(t) E M; t > 0] the diffusion generated by A (we 'assume here that the constant term c in A has the correct sign). I denote by P,
The theory of large deviations is used in the next two sections to prove the following two basic estimates. I content myself here with giving the precise statement of these estimates. This done, I proceed with the proof of Theorem 2. I denote as usual by d( ., .) the distance induced on M by L (A = L + lower-order terms).
The Upper Probability Estimate
For every 0 <E < 1 there exist C, c > 0 s.t. xEM, r,t>Os.t.O<t<cr'.
(4.1)
Observe that the c in the above estimate does not really play a role. Indeed for any fixed c and cr2 6 t the above estimate holds automatically for C large enough.
The Lower Probability Estimate
For every 0 < E < 1 and 0 < 6 < 10-l' there exist C, c > 0 s.t.
for all t, r > 0 with 0 < t < cr2 and X, ye A4 with 10WIOo r < d(x, y) < 10-lo r.
N.TH.VAROPOIJLOS
Proof of Theorem 2
We observe, first, that to prove (0.7) it suffices to show that for all 0 < E < 1 there exist C = C, and c, s.t. the estimate (0.7) holds for 0 < f < C,d2(X, y);
t>o, x, YEM. (4.3)
Indeed for any fixed c>O we have seen (cf. (2.14), (2.15)) that (0.7) holds anyway in the range t > cd2(x, y) for some appropriate choice of C,. Our theorem easily follows from the above two estimates. Indeed, if we apply Harnack (cf. (2.1)) to (4.4) we have the upper estimate of (0.7). If we apply Harnack to (4.5) we deduce that d2d2(x, y) ct , where c is some fixed constant (independent of E or 6). On the other hand, (2.13) implies that
By appropriate choice of 6 and E we then obtain the lower estimate in (0.7).
REVIEW OF THE LARGE DEVIATION ESTIMATES

General Setup
I follow [14] (esp. Sect. 6) closely. Let (5.1) I assume that a(x) = (ati( (XE Rd) is bounded and that it can be written a(x) = a(x) G*(X), where a(x) satisfies global Lipschitz conditions and the coefficients of the drift are bounded and Lipschitz as well, just as in [ 14, p. 193 . But, unlike [ 141, I do not assume that L is elliptic (or even subelliptic) on Rd.
Now let L, = EL (E > 0), which is a family of operators, and let (x,(t); t > 0) be the family of corresponding processes that are constructed on the same probability space (X; [ID,) (where X= C([O, T], R)d, and T>O is fixed and where x E Rd).
This can be done, say, by using the corresponding stochastic equations that satisfy the path uniqueness property. The upshot is that we can define on X a family of probabilities P,,, (E > 0, x E Rd) by
On X, I define the following "rate function" IX(f) (XE Rd,f~X): Let f(t) E IR", 0 d t Q T, be absolutely continuous with f(0) =x and let us assume that
where A(t) z 0 and V(t) is a subunit vector for a( .) at f(t); i.e., we have U(t)= (U,(t), . . . . U,(t)) with while OU(t) is not a subunit for any 8> 1 (cf. [24] ). We then set
In all other cases I set Z,(f) = +co. One can readly verify that the conditions (i)-(iii) in [ 14, Definition 2.1, p. 33 of a rate function are verified.
Observe that in the elliptic case when a( .) is invertible for f(0) =x, f(r) EL* we have which is similar to but not identical (because of the presence there of the drift term) with the definition given in [14, p. 191. Observe finally that in this section I have tried to conform as much as possible to the notations in [ 141. I have, in particular, changed the sign of the Laplacian and have also inserted the factor i. So for example instead of -c (a'/axf), which should be the Euclidean Laplacian, in my usual notations I consider the operator: $1 (a'/axf). This causes apparent discrepancies with my previous formulas, but it will cause no confusion, I am sure.
The Uniformly Elliptic Case
Assume now that the operator L in (5.1) is uniformly elliptic on I?'. The basic result then of the Ventcel-Freidlin theory (cf. [4, Sect. 61) is that [14] , where b,( .) = b(t) is independent of E).
All the above processes are defined as before on the same probability space (X, P') ((X, Q,) in the notations of [14] ; cf. Lemma 6.2, p. 20).
The corresponding probabilities PE,6,x can then be defined on X just as in ~uPClladI(m~~ llM~mJ < +a e for some appropriately high m > 1.
To simplify matters I also assume that there exists some compact set K cc Rd such that a,(x), b,(x) are independent of 8 when x # K. We shall also assign the index set 0 with some appropriate compact topology such that 8 + (a@, b,) is continuous for the C" topology on the coefficients aO, be. (This can always be ensured by decreasing m by one unit. The last condition on 8 + LO was, in fact, imposed in order to be able to achieve this! )
Using the standard convergent series (cf. The function FE,6,X of the previous section depends now on 8 and the (uniform on the "compacta") convergence of Theorem 2.4, [14] ; is uniform in 8 E 0. It follows therefore (since F,,, depends continuously on 0) that F &6,X,6 --) FMO; E -+ 0, 8 + 8, (5.5) uniformly on the "compacta" of A'.
The probabilities P,, = PE,X,B introduced in the previous section also depend on 19, of course, and so does the rate function Z,.(f) = Z.&j). We have lim sup E log P,,,(C) < -Zx,eo(C) E-+0 e -so for any open set G and any closed set C of X.
To prove this we shall construct just as before the polygonal approximation (x,,,(t), t > 0) of (x,(t), t > 0), where everything now depends on 0. We shall then prove that the convergence of Lemma This can be proved by modifying the contraction principle of Theorem 2.4 in [14] in the obvious way, so as to be able to exploit (5.4), (5.5). The details will be left to the reader.
From (5.9) and (5.10) we finish the proof of (5.6) and (5.7) exactly as in [14] by making use of the uniformity in 6 of the limit (5.8).
Differential Operators on a Manifold
The results of the previous sections generalise to an elliptic operator L in a manifold A4 as long as L can be expressed in local coordinates as in (5.1). We shall only need to use this when M is compact.
The proof of that generalisation, however, is not an automatic extension of the proof that I outlined in the previous section. The technical difficulties that arise are related to the intrinsic complications that exist in the construction of a diffusion on a manifold. In [20] some of the details have been spelled out.
To make this paper reasonably self-contained I shall avoid making use, as far as possible, of the manifold version of the limits (5.2), (5.3), (5.6), (5.7). In fact it will turn out to be possible to give a complete proof of the lower estimate in (0.7) of Theorem 2 without the above manifold version of (5.2), (5.3), (5.6), (5.7). On the other hand, I do not know how to prove the upper estimate in (0.7) (for the most general operator A of (0.4)) without making use of that generalisation.
The Elliptic Regularisation
In this section I extend the limits (5.2), (5.3) to an operator L as in (5.1) that is not necessarily elliptic. This is done by considering Ls (6 > 0) an elliptic regularisation of L. Such a regularisation can be defined in a variety of ways.
We can set L6=L+dA;
Or we can set
where as = (CJ + 61)*, a = rs*, (T* = cr 2 0. In the second definition, (5.12), we lose the smoothness (i.e., a6 is not necessarily Coo, even when a E C ").
The processes x,(t) attached to EL and the processes x:(t) attached to &L6 can then be constructed on the same probability space (X, P,) (XE R") and the probabilities P,, and Pf,X (E, 6 > 0, x E rWd) on X= C[O, T] can be defined as before. We then have (uniformly in x)
Fmn lim sup slog P,{ sup Ix:(t) -x,(t)\ > q} = --Co.
(5.13) E'O O<I<T Furthermore if we assume that L = LB depends on a parameter 0 E 0 in a manner analogous to that of Section 5.3, then the above limit is uniform in 0. The proof of (5.13) is an easy adaptation of the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [14] . In fact, it is here that the second definition of Ls (cf. (5.12)) has an advantage. Indeed in this case the proof given in [ 141 is particularly easy to adapt.
For every fixed x and 6, I can now define Z",(f) the rate function attached to the operator L'. For closed sets C, D c X and f~ X, we then have where C'J is the q-Nhb of C in A'. (I deliberately use here the same notations as those in [ 14, p. 231 .) The proof of these limits will be left as an exercise.
From the above facts it is easy to imitate the proof in pages 22-23 of [14] and conclude that the limits (5.2), (5.3) hold for L.
Observe that on L we have made no ellipticity or subellipticity assumption.
The proof of the uniformity in 8 E 0 (i.e., the proof of the estimates (5.6), (5.7)) when L = L0 depends on a parameter, however, seems messy to adapt to these general operators. In the next section, I conline myself to subelliptic operators and to a special class of sets G and C. The limits (5.6), (5.7) and the corresponding uniformity in 8 are then proved in this special case. This special case will suffice for our applications. .1)) is a subelliptic operator that in a manner analogous to that of Section 5.3 depends continuously on a parameter (3~ 0, where 0 is some compact space. I assume that the operators are subelliptic and that the "subellipticity constants" (cf., e.g., [3, I assume in what follows (for simplicity) that x =O. Indeed, by an obvious translation, everything will be uniform in x.
Observe that if x, y E Kcc Rd lie in some compact set and if r in the above definition is sufficiently large (depending on K) then we have (for all t9E0) Once more we proceed by contradiction and assume that there exist appropriate sequences, E, --) 0; rn+rO; ~fl+~0, and some fixed c1> 0 such that logE,P,(C,)3 -$rz+a, (5.27) where C, = C(0, r,,, 6,). The first observation is that for all r' < r. there exist no > 1 and q. > 0 s.t.
C' = C(0, r', 0,) 1 F$ n 2 no, q < qo.
To see this we use the basic comparison of the metric dL( ., .) with the euclidean metric on KY' (cf. [2, 5) ). For such an n and n and each To prove (5.28) we observe that (5.6) implies that for every fixed 6, lim sup ZJE?n,o,,n (C') < -Z&&'). Combining (5.29) and (5.30) we obtain a proof of (5.28).
Subelliptic Operators on Manifolds
We can now consider M some compact manifold and L some operator on M that in local coordinates can be expressed as in (5.1).
In local coordinates I define L" = C ai(ava,) as in the previous section and assume that these operators are subelliptic. The L"'s (which are thus defined on coordinate patches) define globally an intrinsic distance The convergence is, of course, not uniform in 6 (as we see by letting 6 --+ 0). In the above relations, P,,. denotes, as before, the probabilities induced on C([O, T]; M) by the diffusions x,(t) (E >O), which themselves are generated by the operators EL (E > 0). (Problems of "path uniqueness" properties on a manifold, clearly arise and have to be dealt with at this point.)
The way to prove these facts is to use the analogous (cf. Section 5.4) limits for the elliptic case (which is really the case of a Riemannian manifold) and then proceed via the elliptic regularisation Ls = L + &A, where ,4 is some elliptic operator on M. I skip the details because they are, unfortunately, fairly tedious.
Observe, however, that the limit (5.32) (which is what we need for the lower bound in our Theorem 2) is easily found if d(x, y) < r0 (for some appropriately small r. > 0). Indeed by taking B as a patch of local coordinates that contain both x, y E Sz we can easily reduce the proof of that limit to the results of the previous section.
The same is, of course, true for the limit (5.31) also, provided that r is small enough (but this unfortunately is not enough to give a proof of the upper estimate in Theorem 2).
THE PROOF OF THE PROBABILITY ESTIMATES
The aim of this section is to prove the estimates (4.1) and (4.2). I first prove these estimates for a general operator A (which generates a diffusion, i.e., c ~0) and then give a slightly longer proof for the special case of Hijrmander operators. This bizarre procedure is justified by the fact that in the second case I do not make use of the difficult Fefferman and SanchezCalle dilation theorem (cf. Section A.l) and thus obtain an essentially selfcontained proof of our theorem for Hormander operators (as in (0.5)). Both the upper and the lower estimates will be proved simultaneously: 6.1. General Operators I fix r. > 0 small, to be determined later, and consider two cases.
Case (i) r > r. in (4.1) and (4.2). M being compact, we have r. < r < rl (for some ri < +oo); (4.1) and (4.2) follow from (5.18) and (5.26), where there is not even a 8 dependence. The only thing to observe is that, with the notations of Section 5.1, the diffusion x,(t) (t > 0) is equidistributed to x(&t) (t > 0) for all E > 0.
Case (ii). r < r. in (4.1) and (4.2). We assume that r. has been chosen sufficiently small for the scaling theorem of Section A.1 to hold.
Let us denote by z(t) = z(t; x, r) E Q, t > 0 (x E M; 0 < r c ro), the diffusion generated on the open unit cube Q by the operator r-'A,,, (XE M, 0 < r c ro) as in Section A.l. Let d( ., . ) = _d,,,( ., . ) be the distance that corresponds to that operator on Q. Let P= P,,, be the corresponding probabilities.
By the results of Section 5.6 we see that for fixed 6 < lo-loo we have for all x, y E +Q with a(x, y) > lo-lo and all 0 < t < t,, where C = C, and t, depend on 0 <E < 1 but are independent of x, r. From this we can deduce the two estimates (4.1) and (4.2). To see this it is enough to observe that .if(r2t) (t > 0) is equidistributed with the diffusion generated by A,,, on Q, which in turn is equidistributed to the diffusion @,,,(z(t)). We then use (A.l).
In the proof of Case (i) we have, of course, used here the manifold version of the Ventcel-Freidlin theory, i.e., Section 5.7. If we want to avoid using Sections 5.7 and 5.4 and only use the lRd results, we can still obtain our two probability estimates (4.1) (4.2) but only for r < R, for some fixed R, that depends only on M. Indeed, when r is small enough we can stay in some coordinate patch and Case (ii) in the above proof can be treated by "localising" to Rd.
Hiirmander Operators
I prove the probability estimates (4.1), (4.2) for 0 < r < R. so that, by taking coordinate patches, I identify A with an operator defined in 52, some Nhd of 0 E R" as in Section A.2.
Just as before, to prove the result for r > R, we have to use the manifold version of the large deviations, i.e., Section 5.7.
Then let Xi, xj, Jo, and n = R" x R" --+ R" be as in Section A.2. Further, let z(t) (resp. z"(t)) (t > 0) be the diffusion on Q (resp. Sz x R"') generated by A, (resp. A",) (we assume that c has the correct sign). Finally, let d( -, .) and z( ., .) be the distances induced on 0 and a x R" respectively by A, and 2, and let B(x, r) and &(x, y), p) be the corresponding balls (XE 52, YE R"). Also denote by rr the mapping induced on the corresponding path spaces by rc: R" x R" -+ IX".
Observe that in (A. Using the above remarks, we see at once that, for x, x' E 52, cc Sz, y E R", t > 0, and r > 0 small enough, we have (6 > 0) P,.d(z(s), x) < r, 0 <s < t; d(z(t), x') < hr] 2 &Y,.,cm~)~ (x3 Y)) < r, 0 <s < t; 2(,?(t), (x', y)) d 6r].
The above "comparison" inequalities show that it is enough to prove our two probability estimates (4.1), (4.2) for the operator A", on some OE d c R" x R" because then the corresponding estimates for A, in 52 follow automatically by projection.
The proof of the estimates (4.1), (4.2) for the operator A", is done exactly as in Case (ii) of Section 6.1. The only difference is that now we have the much simpler (and intuitive) dilation structure of the free fields .8!,, . . . at our disposal (cf. Section A.2). Therefore, the difficult Fefferman and Sanchez-Calle theorem (i.e., Section A.4) is not needed. K,( t; x, y) is the kernel of the semigroup exp( -t(Z+ 15)~) and G,(x, y) is (essentially) the kernel of (Z+L)) . IV* For LX = l/2 we have the explicit formula q("*)(x) = Cxh312 exp( -c/x). No explicit formula exists for 01 # l/2 (cf. [24] ).
Observe now that by (2.5) we have cp( td2) d Q(d2) t-c; O<f<l (7.2) for some C > 0. We also have (because B,(x, l/t) c Euclidean ball of radius l/t) V,(W) t" 6 W,(l)
for some C > 0 and n = dim M. This, together with the highly nontrivial scaling procedure of Section A.l, gives Vx(d2) t" 6 CVx(td2); t> 1, td2< 1, which in turn implies that q(td2) < Cq(d2) t--n'2.
We can now estimate (we assume for simplicity that d< 1; otherwise we have to make the appropriate modifications)
If we use (7.2) and (7.3) to estimate the above two integrals (respectively) we obtain that
for n > 2. This is a result of [3] , where the estimate is, in fact, proved even in the nonself-adjoint case. We can use the same method to estimate GB(x, y) and also, more to the point, K,(t; x, y). What is signilicient here is the estimate (cf. [24] ) (on the stable densities)
and the scaling property q;")(x)= t-"aq,(xt-""); x, t > 0, which is evident from the definition (7.1). Using these facts we can estimate We assume that O< t < 1. It is evident (:cp(at"")< cp(t"'), c > 1) that .zd Ccp(P) and, for I > 1, a simple use of (7.2) gives I< Ccp(P).
For O<A<l we have z=z,+z2
Equation ( It is finally clear that analogous lower estimates can be obtained by an essentially identical analysis. I will not write down the details. can themselves be written in the form of (0.4) with L replaced by p-*Lx,,. Furthermore, the corresponding coefficients Ai,j, ui, and c stay bounded in C"'(Q) (for an arbitrarily preassigned n > 1). This last fact is not an automatic consequence of the other properties of GJ~,~ (e.g., it is not a consequence of the properties presented in Theorem 3.1 of [4] ). For the proof (cf. Lemma l(iii) in [3] ) one has to show that the derivatives of the inverse mapping P[@;i] stay bounded. The reader who has no time to study [3] could use Theorem 3.1 of [4] and restrict himself to operators of the form L, or he could restrict himself to operators of the form L, or the form A, and study the next section of this appendix.
A.2. The scaling of Hiirmander operators [6, In [6] , I developed a scaling mechanism for Hiirmander operators (i.e., of the form A, of (0.5)). In the next few lines I present an even simpler procedure that in fact trivialises the scaling theory for these operators. The theory is local so we shall assume that the fields X,, . . . . X, and the operators L, and A, are defined in Sz, some Nhd of 0 E W.
The first step is to perform a Rothschild-Stein lifting of the fields (cf. [21] ; for a simple proof, cf. [22] ). More explicitly, I consider i = 1, . . . . k, (A.2) new fields in G x W" that are Hormander s-free at 0 E [w" x [w" for some $2 1. This means that the fields xi (i= 1, . . . . k) are free of order s at 0 (cf. [21, 22] for the definition) and also that all the brackets of the 2;s of length <s span the tangent space of lR"+"' at 0. The possibility of achieving this is given to us by a theorem of [21] (e.g., Theorem 4, [22] ).
Then we consider the operator where rz = [w" x lF!" --f IR" is the canonical projection.
For the operator A", the scaling near 0 E [w" x [w" is essentially trivial. Indeed, we could repeat what was done in [6, Sects. 7-81 but now, of course, the free nature of the fields 8,, . . . . xk renders that construction particularly easy.
Next we have to reduce the relevant problems to the operator 2,. A good illustration of that reduction was given in the proof of the scaled Harnack estimate for A in [6, Remark 2, p. 3641.
A.3. The Volume Growth oj'the Balls [2] Let L be subelliptic on a compact manifold as in (0. This follows from a deep theorem of [2] . The proof of (A.3) is, however, elementary and can be given in a few lines.
First, we observe that it suffices to prove (A.3) for the special case of Hijrmander operators (i.e., L = L, as in (0.3)). For, indeed, the matrix A = (ati( satisfies B= A2 < AA for some fixed 1 and the matrix B= (b,(x)) clearly gives rise to a Hijrmander operator L,, while B&G P) = B,k 1~) (p>O,xEM). Observe that the only use that we make of (A.3) is to prove (2.18 ). An alternative proof of (2.18), for Horrnander operators, can be found in [23] .
A.4. The Perturbation of the Distance d( ., .), cj [4] Let the matrix A = (au) in (0.2) or (5.1) be expressed in the form A = cr2, tJ=0* with cr Lipschitz. We consider the two elliptic regularisations (cf. (5.11), (5.12) ) of the corresponding operator L, i.e., where a(')( .) = A" = c$ with cr6 = (T + 6Z.
We also consider the distance d( ., .) induced by L and the two cormsponding distances d"'( ., .) and ds( ., .).
Throughout we hypothesise that L is subelliptic on Q E Rd (or on some compact manifold).
We prove here that and that the above convergences are uniform with respect to x, y E Kcc 0, and also uniform with respect to 6~ 0 when L = LO depends on a parameter, as in Sections 5.3 and 5.6 (with subellipticity constants that stay bounded). There is, of course, nothing new in the two facts (A.4), (A.5) and all the experts know how to prove them (cf. [2, 4] ). The proofs below are simple and are given for the convenience of the reader.
Proof of (A.4). We have (the fields X, below are Lipschitz but are not necessarily C co ) L = -1 X:X, + first-order terms L6 = -1 Xi*x, -h2 c $ + first-order terms.
It is therefore clear that d"'( ., ,) $ d( ., t).
Now let x, y E Q be fixed and let f(t) (0 < t < T= d'"'(x, y)) be an absolutely continuous L" subunit path such that f (0) = x, f(T) = y. We as soon as Ila-pII, is sufficiently small. (The above holds with the appropriate uniformity).
In the above argument, if we reverse the roles of cr and p (the roles of p and 0 in the above argument were symmetric) we obtain that, conversely, for any E > 0 we as soon as [Ia -pII o. is sufficiently small.
Equations (A.6) and (A.7) combined with [2, S] complete the proof of (AS).
Note added in proof: The estimate q?'(x) = 0(x-') (x + 0) is not obvious. What is easy enough from the Laplace transform is that 50' ql(x) dx = 0( TA) (T-+ 0) for all A > 0. The estimate of K, can be carried out just as easily with this information instead. Alternatively: If we extend q,(x) = 0 (X < 0) then q, E Cm(R) (cf. [24] ) it follows that q,(x) = O(xA) (x + 0).
